The Spiritual Face of Autism

A timely message for an Autistic World

With Ivonne Delaflor (Aka) Swami Amenai
Autism: Your own little world

What is Autism? Why is it a problem, is it really? What would you have to go through to overcome the problems autism causes? What is going on in their mind that makes them different from people without autism?

What if you were trapped inside your head, in your own little world and no one could understand you - let alone yourself. Welcome to my world and how I understood mine by understanding yours first..

~Derek (Diagnosed with Aspergers) author

But what is autism? Surprisingly no one really knows for sure.
Neurological disorder that isn't completely understood but makes it difficult for those affected to relate to others.

“People with autism actually perceive the world slightly different from everyone else.

Isaac Fitzgerald PHD

Chart was found on the web please let us know if you know the proper copyright for it.
My biggest question relating to autism was what makes one person more highly functioning than another? Why does one child never speak and another go through their life completely undiagnosed? Was it how their brains were wired or how they were raised? The experiences they went through that shaped them? What caused autism? Is it natural or behavioral? Are they born with it, or did something in their life change them?~DEREK  www.itsjustlife.com

Nature vs. Nurture. Most research points to nature on this one. It’s a genetic or a brain abnormality. It could almost be described as a slightly different wiring of the brain.
It’s almost that they are in a totally different world than anyone else. There is a propensity towards visual thinking and away from communicating with others, some never speak.
IS THAT TRUE????

We as conscious beings should, must and have the gift to inquire anything that sounds like: THIS IS THE ONLY TRUTH. I have found amazing support in the work I gave done through the teachings of Byron katie; I suggest you explore it if you choos. Anything that helps thinking outside the box, immediately supports for manifesting more healing, more possibilities and more love and absolutely has support me with my journey as a Mother of a child labeled with the projection of Autism~Swami Amenai
Nine tenths of education is encouragement. – Anatole France

If you are familiar with Autism, which is both a gift and a curse, often comes along with other features. Many of these features are typically thought of as all curse (ADD, ADHD, epilepsy), but at least one is all gift (Savant). The suggestion was to present my personal data upon which to build a case. With so many variables, this doesn't seem to be efficient. I'm 49 years old. I was almost 41 when I discovered I had Autism (Asperger Syndrome). At that point I already had a B.Sc. and M.Eng. in engineering, had been given a title of Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy, and had become a P.Eng. (Alberta, Canada). ~Fortran
All of our knowledge has it's origins in our perceptions" Da Vinci

Since it results in super-genius like tendencies it doesn’t seem to be a deformity or disorder. It seems to more of an evolved way of thinking. The result of a specific wiring of the brain that results in a unique –but sometimes better way of thinking. I think it has something to do with the merging of various and different “ethnic” backgrounds causing a hybridizing like effect. Each passing on a slightly different and refined type of brain structure that result in a new combination. An Evolution of the human mind…~Derek
A leading psychiatrist at Trinity College in Dublin has claimed that both Einstein and Newton displayed signs of autism spectrum disorders, including Asperger syndrome, which were the same as those associated with creative genius.

Einstein, who is credited with developing the theory of relativity, and Newton, who discovered the laws of gravity, had those traits to varying degrees, according to Professor Michael Fitzgerald.

In fact, Newton, he said, was known to work non-stop for three consecutive days without recognizing day or night, often forgetting to eat, and Einstein worked in a patent office because he was too disruptive to get a university job.

According to Prof. Fitzgerald, other leading figures in the fields of politics, art and literature like Charles de Gaulle, George Orwell, Beethoven, Mozart, Hans Christian Andersen and Immanuel Kant also had autism.

He came to the conclusion after comparing the characteristics of around 1,600 people he has diagnosed with ASDs and the known biographical details of famous people.
We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them. Imagination is more important than knowledge. – Albert Einstein
DaVinci Method: Treat ADD/DaVinci personality not as a medical disorder but a genetic personality strength

Firstly, the Da Vinci Method theory says ADD/ADHD is not a disorder at all but is simply a hereditary or genetic condition that is found in persons who bear a gene (possibly a number of genes) but in particular the gene DRD4 7R allele that is present in about 10% of the world’s population and up to 25% of Americans. The gene has a high prevalence in successful entrepreneurs and creative or highly successful people who have a capability to ‘think outside the box’. Persons with this genetic and personality trait possess a different manner of brain operation. According to DaVinci personality trait theory, the ADD/ADHD gene affects the brain’s relationship with dopamine; this difference causes the ADDer to crave stimulation and to seek thrills, take risks, discover new ways to do things, be bolder, and have more charisma. It is this temperament accompanying this genetic difference that happens to be the same temperament that makes rock stars, inventors, artists and athletes, entrepreneurs, leaders and billionaires.
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Autism is not only in the Non-Neurotypical Beings, Autism for me is find in the hear of men, in our politics, our relationships, our bonding and connection with our families. ~ Swami Amenai

Excerpted from the upcoming book; The Spiritual Face of Autism; A timely message for an Autistic World
People with autism also process and respond to information in unique ways. In some cases, aggressive and/or self-injurious behavior may be present. Persons with autism may also exhibit some of the following traits:

- Insistence on sameness; resistance to change
- Difficulty in expressing needs; using gestures or pointing instead of words
- Repeating words or phrases in place of normal, responsive language
- Laughing (and/or crying) for no apparent reason; showing distress for reasons not apparent to others
- Preference to being alone; aloof manner
- Tantrums
- Difficulty in mixing with others
- Not wanting to cuddle or be cuddled
- Little or no eye contact
- Unresponsive to normal teaching methods
- Sustained odd play
- Spinning objects
- Obsessive attachment to objects
- Apparent over-sensitivity or under-sensitivity to pain
- No real fears of danger
- Noticeable physical over-activity or extreme under-activity
- Uneven gross/fine motor skills
- Non-responsive to verbal cues; acts as if deaf, although hearing tests are in normal range
Can you find any similarities? In your life? Your relationships? Your friendships? In your belief systems? In your thinking?

Some examples:
• Insistence on sameness; resistance to change

    WHAT I SAY IS THE ONLY TRUTH AVAILABLE. THIS IS THE WAY I AM

• Difficulty in expressing needs; using gestures or pointing instead of words

    HE OR SHE MUST OR HAVE TO FIGURE OUT WHAT I NEED. HOW COULD THEY DONT KNOW WHAT I DESIRE?

• Repeating words or phrases in place of normal, responsive language

    WHAT ABOUT IN YOUR THOUGHTS? WHEN YOU JUDGE ANOTHER? WHEN YOU FIND FAULT? WHEN YOU BLAME?

• Laughing (and/or crying) for no apparent reason;

    If you were in India this would be called Devi Bhava or an enlightening state!~

• Showing distress for reasons not apparent to others

    USUALLY AN ANCESTRAL MEMORY. A NON VERBAL IMPRINT.
    “I dont know what is happening to me” “I feel a load in my shoulders”

• Preference to being alone; aloof manner

    I NEED MY SPACE. I LIKE SILENCE

• Tantrums


• Difficulty in mixing with others

    I DONT LIKE TO BE WITH MY MOTHER IN LAW. I DONT KNOW WHY?

• Not wanting to cuddle or be cuddled

    IN STAGES OF GRIEF, DEATH OF SOMEONE

• Little or no eye contact

    ANYONE HAS BEEN MARRIED?

• Unresponsive to normal teaching methods

    NORMAL DEFINE BY WHO?

• Obsessive attachment to objects

    MATERIALISM OVER SPIRIT
AUTISM INVITES US TO INQUIRE AND ACTUALIZE OUR BELIEFS ON:

- WAR
- DIVORCE
- SELF RIGHTEOUSNESS
- ME CULTURE
- BLAME CULTURE
- EYE CONTACT?
- HEART CONTACT?
- POOR ME CULTURE.

~Ivonne Delaflor
HEROIC JOURNEY

AUTISM...A LEGACY OF OUR ANCESTORS?
A WAKE UP CALL?
AN INVITATION?
A GIFT?
AUTISM HEALING ACTIVATION PHASE I
HU12/HU3-AHCI

Three of four of the codes/mandalas received by dreamtime
AUTISM HEALING ACTIVATION SET

HU12/HU3-AHCI AUTISM HEALING ACTIVATION PHASE I IN HU 3 INFUSED
BY HU 12
NUMEROLOGY FREQUENCY: 4
SACRED SOUND: sat’ah’-aum/hu
SACRED SCENT: sage
SACRED COLOR: deep blue
ELEMENTAL: air

HU12/HU3-AHCII AUTISM HEALING ACTIVATION PHASE II IN HU 3 INFUSED
BY HU 12
NUMEROLOGY FREQUENCY: 3
SACRED SOUND: hu’ah’aum’nam’ek
SACRED SCENT: lemongrass
SACRED COLOR: emerald green
ELEMENTAL: water

HU12/HU3-AHCIII AUTISM HEALING ACTIVATION PHASE III IN HU 3
INFUSED BY HU 12
NUMEROLOGY FREQUENCY  2
SACRED SOUND: ahaum-sathum’kaaum
SACRED SCENT: savory/tarragon
SACRED COLOR: golden yellow
ELEMENTAL: fire
AUTISM HEALING ACTIVATION PHASE I
HU12/HU3-AHCI
This presentation is been offered for free for all those interested in stepping outside the box of the consensus agreement that says that Autism can not be healed and that defines Autism as a problem...or for those in absolute advocacy of these children and the awareness that healing comes from within. If you choose to use this presentation please do so without charge to anyone. As well the use of the codes they cannot be sold by any mean. 

You must contact the creator of the codes if you intend to use them for specific purposes to receive permission to use them.